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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] This invention relates to containers, and is par-
ticularly applicable to the sealed two and three part con-
tainers which are commonly referred to as tin cans, the
opening of which requires that a portion of the container
be cut or torn.

Background to the Invention

[0002] A three piece tin can traditionally comprises a
cylindrical wall and two ends, one of which constitutes
the base of the can, the other the can lid. The base and
cylindrical wall of the can are normally attached to each
other by a process of seaming by the tin can manufacturer
to provide an open topped can body. The open top can
bodies are then supplied, with the lids as initially separate
components, to the supplier of the item or substance,
normally a food stuff, to be contained in the tin cans.
[0003] The supplier then fills the open top can body
with the items/substance and attaches the lids to close
and seal the cans. This act of attachment is achieved by
seaming the lids to the can bodies, a process which re-
quires the use of a seaming machine which curls the tin
plate of the tin lid about a flange formed at the top of the
body, and which crimps the two portions together to form
the well known closed tin can. After closure, the can has
to be cut open using a manual or mechanical can opener.
[0004] Tin cans have a variety of different shapes and
sizes, and can also be of a two-part construction having
a generally cupped shaped body portion and a lid.
[0005] It is common for a can to be used for the long-
term storage of food and beverages. These products are
generally put into the opened topped can bodies at or
near boiling point. When a body has been filled, the lid
is seamed onto the can to provide an airtight seal. When
the contents cool, they contract and any steam in the can
head space condenses, causing a partial vacuum inside
the can. It is the lack of oxygen in the can head space
that makes the tin can such a useful storage device.
[0006] Food and drink are canned in this way all over
the world, as tin cans provide a relatively economic and
efficient system for storing food for long periods, at am-
bient temperatures and without any significant loss of
quality of the contents.
[0007] A disadvantage of a known tin can is that the
closing and sealing of the can involves a specialised
seaming machine. In some cases the seaming machines
are manually operated and are both slow and cumber-
some to use. The application of lids can be achieved
more rapidly using computer controlled automatic seam-
ing systems, but these are very expensive.
[0008] WO 03/055754 discloses an example of a ther-
moplastics container having a base that is provided with
an external, downwardly directed annular protrusion
which during insertion of the base into the container rides

over a ridge in the bottom of the lower extremety of the
container and then expands radially outwardly into a re-
cess above the lower extremety, to retain the base in
position.

Summary of the Invention

[0009] According to the invention, there is provided a
container according to claim 1.
[0010] Thus the invention provides a container the two
parts of which can be fastened together without the need
for any special fastening tool, such as a can seamer, but
which cannot then be easily separated.
[0011] Preferably, at least part of the fastening means
is resilient.
[0012] This provides a convenient way of achieving the
automatic operation of the fastening means as the first
and second parts are brought into engagement with each
other. In effect, the fastening means causes the first and
second parts to be latched together.
[0013] The fastening means are internal to the assem-
bled closed container. If the fastening means is within
the container, it cannot be accessed to try to separate
the first and second parts without gaining access to the
container’s interior. The container can be so configured
that accessing the interior of the assembled, closed con-
tainer would affect the integrity of the latter. This could
be achieved, for example, if the assembled container has
no preformed opening, so cannot be opened without cre-
ating a cut, tear or rupture in the container.
[0014] Preferably, the fastening means comprises a
plurality of formations which, in use, engage each other.
[0015] Thus, the portion of the fastening means on the
second part is of a relatively simple construction as it can
comprise a single formation.
[0016] Preferably, the protuberances, in use, engage
the bearing surface at regular intervals therealong.
[0017] The protuberances may conveniently comprise
an array of teeth formed integrally with the first part. For
example, the teeth may be formed by process or stamp-
ing the first part.
[0018] Preferably, the protuberances are provided on
a skirt on the first part, the skirt, in use, extending into
the second part.
[0019] Where the first part includes said skirt, the pro-
tuberances may include one or more lobes in addition,
or as an alternative, to the teeth mentioned above. Said
lobes being integrally formed with said skirt. Preferably,
the protuberances are constituted by an array of such
lobes which are continuous with said skirt.
[0020] The lobes are less likely than teeth to be de-
formed into an unusable shape, and can be formed with-
out cutting into the skirt, so that the lobes can be used in
environments in which cut in a container part may lead
to oxidation problems.
[0021] Conveniently, the lobes are embossed on the
skirt.
[0022] Preferably, portions of the skirt between the
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lobes are contoured (for example by being concave), so
as to provide a resilient support of the lobes. Thus placing
the two parts of the container together initially causes the
lobes to be pushed inwardly, by the action of the lip,
against the resilience of the skirt until each lobe engages
the other side of the lip and is then urged thereagainst
by the resilience of the skirt to hold the two parts together.
[0023] The container preferably has a seal, which, in
use, is sandwiched between the first and second parts
to seal the container.
[0024] Preferably, the seal is resilient, and the fasten-
ing means holds the first and second parts together
against the resilience of the seal to provide the necessary
contact force to achieve said sealing of the container.
[0025] The seal may conveniently be carried on the
underside of the first part.
[0026] Preferably the second part constitutes the con-
tainer body, and the first part constitutes the container lid.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0027] The invention will now be described, by way of
example only, with reference to the accompanying draw-
ings, in which:-

Figure 1 is a elevational side view of a conventional
three-part tin can before the top end (herein referred
to as "lid" ) is seamed onto the can body;

Figures 2 and 3 are detailed side elevational views
of two forms of lid, prior to said seaming, one with
an additional seal, the other without;

Figure 4 is a view corresponding to Figure 1, showing
the can with the lid seamed into position;

Figure 5 is a more detailed view of the can of Figure
4, showing the seamed connection between the lid
and the can body;

Figure 6 is a sectional side view of part of a can body
and a can lid which constitute a container in accord-
ance with a first embodiment of the invention;

Figure 7 is a more detailed side elevational view of
the lid of the container shown in Figure 6;

Figure 8 is a detailed view of the lid of Figure 7 when
retained on the body of the container shown in Figure
6;

Figure 9 is a sectional side view of a can lid which
constitutes a part of a container in accordance with
a second embodiment of the invention;

Figure 10 is a sectional plan view of that lid, taken
along the line A-B of Figure 9;

Figure 11 is a sectional plan view of that lid, taken
alone the line C-D of Figure 9;

Figures 12-14 are fragmentary radial sections of the
lid, along the lines E, F and G respectively;

Figure 15 shows a generally shield shaped lobe on
the skirt of the lid of the second embodiment; and

Figure 16 is a detailed view, corresponding to Figure
8, of part of the lid and body of the second embodi-
ment of container.

Detailed Description

[0028] The type of prior art can shown in Figures 1-5
is of a three part construction and is supplied by the man-
ufacturer in a part assembled form, as shown in Figure 1.
[0029] The can comprises a circular cylindrical wall 1
attached to a circular end piece 2 which, with the can
orientated as shown in Figure 1, constitutes the base of
the can. The base and wall are attached to each other
by means of a peripheral circular seam or rim 4. The parts
1 and 2 constitute the can body which, after filling, can
be closed by applying a circular lid 6 to the top of the wall
1. This is achieved in a similar fashion to the method of
attachment to the base 2 to the wall 1. The lid 6 has a
peripheral annular gutter 8 which is brought into close
contact with a flange 10 formed at the end of the wall 1.
These two parts are then bent together in a seaming ma-
chine so that the flange 10 bends through an angle of
180° and the gutter portion 8 through an angle of 270°
This creates a seam, as shown at 12 in Figure 5, in which
five thicknesses of metal are clasped together sufficiently
tightly to provide a dry joint that does not need to be
welded or soldered. Generally, the seams 4 and 12 pro-
vide an airtight seal, although the gutter 8 can sometimes
be provided with an annular sealant lining, e.g. as shown
at 14 in Figure 3.
[0030] Once the can is formed, with both ends 2 and
6 attached to the body 1, it cannot readily be opened
without cutting the can (for example with a can opener)
or in some other way visibly affecting the integrity of the
tin. Accordingly, any tampering of the tin can, for example
to alter the contents after it has been filled and sealed,
will generally have a noticeable effect on the can’s ap-
pearance, and therefore give rise to clear visual evidence
of tampering. However, as indicated above, a seaming
machine is needed to curl the outer edge of the lid 6 about
the flange 10 in order to attach the lid 6.
[0031] With reference to Figure 6-8, a can in accord-
ance with a first embodiment of the invention has a cy-
lindrical wall 16 and circular base (not shown) which con-
stitute the can body. The base is identical to the base 2
and the lower portion of the wall 16 is identical to the
corresponding portion of the wall 1, the base and wall 16
being attached to each other in an identical fashion to
the attachment of the base 2 to the wall 1.
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[0032] However, the top of wall 16 differs from the wall
1 in that it is curled inward on itself, towards the axis of
the tin, to provide an inturned annular lip 18.
[0033] The can has a lid 20 formed from a circular piece
of sheet material, such as aluminum or tin plated steel
(or any other suitable material) the outer periphery of
which is bent to form an annular down turned gutter 22
from which an annular skirt 24 depends.
[0034] Projecting upwardly and outwardly from the
skirt 24 is an array of equi-angularly spaced trapezoidal
teeth, all of which are denoted by reference numeral 26.
The teeth are formed by stamping the material to form
the skirt 24 prior to the bending of the lid 20 into shape.
[0035] The gutter 22 also carries a resilient annular
seal 28 which in this example is formed from latex.
[0036] After the can body has been filled, the attach-
ment of the lid can be achieved simply by pressing the
lid 20 onto the open end of the can body. The diameter
of the skirt 24 closely corresponds to the inner diameter
of the lip 18 so that this action causes the teeth 26 resil-
iently to deform inwardly as they move past the lip 18
and then to spring out once the outer, top edges of the
trapezoidal teeth 26 have passed the underside of the
lip 18. This results in the trapezoidal teeth 26 engaging
the underside the lip 18, as shown in Figure 8, to retain
the lid 20 on the can body. Since the trapezoidal teeth
26 are then on the interior of the can, it is not possible to
push the trapezoidal teeth 26 inwardly towards the can
axis so that they clear the lip 18 and allows the lid 20 to
be removed. Consequently, the can has to be opened in
a similar fashion to a conventional can, for example using
a can opener or the like, so that any tampering of the
contents of the can will produce visible evidence, for ex-
ample a tear, cut or puncture. In addition the teeth 26
urge the lid 20 and lip 18 together to compress the annular
seal 28, and thus provide an airtight seal between the lid
20 and the can body.
[0037] It will be appreciated that, although the above
description refers to a tin can, the invention is not limited
to containers of any particular type of material, and is
applicable to containers of any suitable material, for ex-
ample a metal, alloy, plastics or composite material. In
addition, it is within the scope of the invention for the
container to be of a shape other than cylindrical. A con-
tainer in accordance with the invention can be provided
with or without an easy-open-end. Such an easy open
end may for example comprise a metal or plastic overcap.
[0038] A container in accordance with the invention
can be used in a domestic situation or by a small occa-
sional users of canning. It is of particular relevance to the
third world where food is in short supply and canning
facilities are scarce.
[0039] Although the container of the invention has
been described in relation to the need to contain food, it
will be appreciated that tin cans, including containers in
accordance with the invention, can be used to contain
items or substances which do not need to be hemetically
sealed. For example, teddy bears, mugs or even under-

pants could be packaged inside a can, which in these
circumstances is merely a novel form of packaging. If the
container in accordance with the invention is used in this
way, the latex seal 28 is not required.
[0040] Referring to Figures 11-16, the second embod-
iment of container in accordance with the invention has
many features which are the same as or similar to cor-
responding features of the first embodiment, and these
are denoted by the reference numerals used in Figures
6 to 8, raised by 100.
[0041] In particular, the second embodiment compris-
es a tin can having a cylindrical body 116 which is iden-
tical to the body 16 of the first embodiment and which
thus includes an inturned lip 118 that cooperates with a
skirt 124 depending from a lid 120 to fasten the lid onto
the body 116 and thus to close the container. As with the
first embodiment the skirt 124 is not externally accessible
when the lid 120 is fastened onto the body 116, so that
the lid 120 cannot then be removed without cutting into
the can. However, instead of teeth, the skirt 124 is em-
bossed to define protuberances in the form of six equ-
angularly spaced lobes 150. Figure 15 is a front eleva-
tional view of such a lobe, from which it can be seen that
the lob includes a substantially flat upper edge 152 and
two convex sides 154 and 156 which converge at a lower
point 158, so that each lobe is in the form of a generally
shield shaped bulge in the skirt 124. Each of the lobes
150 is flanked by a respective pair of vertical portions of
the skirt 124. Two of those portions are denoted by ref-
erence numerals 160 and 162.
[0042] The lobes 150 and their associated vertical por-
tions of skirt are separated from each other by six con-
caved portions 164 of the skirt 124. These portions can
be more clearly seen in the section of Figure 10, which
is taken along a line below the lower tips of the lobes 150.
[0043] As with the first embodiment, the attachment of
the lid 120 can be achieved by simply by pressing the lid
onto the open end of the can body. As the lower tips (e.
g. 158) of the lobes 150 come into contact with the lip
118 of the body, the lobes 150 begin to act as camming
members which cause a radial compressive force to be
exerted on the skirt 124. This causes the concave por-
tions 164 to flex, against the resilience of the skirt, to
allow radial inner movement of the lobes against the bi-
asing force, derived from the skirt’s resilience. Once the
upper edges (e.g. 152) of the lobes 150 pass the lower
edge of the lip 118, the resilience in skirt 124 pushes the
lobes 150 radially outwards so that the upper edges (e.
g. 152) are then in engagement with the underside of the
lip 18, as shown in Figure 16, to retain the lid 120 of the
can body 116.
[0044] The seal between the lid 120 and the body 116
is enhanced by means of a resilient annular seal 128
which functions in the same way as the seal 28 of the
first embodiment. However, in order to enhance the re-
taining effect of the lobes, the gutter 122 has a substantial
vertical outward portion 170 which in use extends beyond
the bottom of the lid 118.
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[0045] It will be appreciated that since the lobes are
formed as bulges embossed into the skirt 124 they do
not require any cutting of the skirt, the integrity of any
anti-corrosive surface treatment of the lid 120 is not com-
promised by the creation of the lobes. In addition, the
lobes cannot readily be broken off the skirt 124 prior to
the attachment of the lid 120.

Claims

1. A container comprising a first part (20; 120) and sec-
ond part (16; 116), moveable into engagement with
each other, fastening means operable, on moving
the parts into engagement, automatically to fasten
the two parts together, wherein, in the assembled,
closed container, the fastening means is internal to
the assembled, closed container such that the fas-
tening means is inaccessible so as to prevent the
first part from being released from the second part;
characterised in that the fastening means compris-
es a plurality of resiliently moveable protuberances
(26; 150) on the first part (20; 120) and a bearing
surface (18; 118) on the second part (16; 116), which
surface is, in use, engaged by the protuberances to
fasten together the first and second parts so that the
fastening means causes the first and second parts
to be latched together, in that the bearing surface
(18; 118) comprises a lip on the second part and in
that the container is a can having a can body con-
stituted by a cylindrical wall (16) and circular base,
the top of the wall being curled inward upon itself to
provide said lip (18), said lip being inturned and an-
nular.

2. A container according to claim 1, in which the protu-
berances (26; 150), in use, engage the bearing sur-
face (18; 118) at regular intervals therealong.

3. A container according to any of the preceding claims,
in which the lip (18; 118) is inturned and the protu-
berances (26; 150) are provided on a skirt (24; 124)
on the first part (20; 120), the skirt, in use, extending
into the second part (16; 116).

4. A container according to any of the preceding claims,
in which the protuberances comprise an array of re-
silient teeth (26) formed integrally with the first part
(20).

5. A container according to claim 3, in which the protu-
berances comprise an array of lobes (150) integrally
formed with said skirt (124).

6. A container according to claim 5, in which said lobes
(150) are continuous with said skirt (124).

7. A container according to claim 6, in which the lobes

(150) are embossed on the skirt (124).

8. A container according to any of claims 5 to 7, in which
the portions (164) of the skirt (124) between the lobes
are contoured so as to provide a resilient support for
the lobes (150).

9. A container according to any of the preceding claims,
in which the container has a seal (28; 128), which,
in use, is sandwiched between the first and second
part to seal the container.

10. A container according to claim 9, in which the seal
(28; 128) is resilient, and the fastening means holds
the first and second parts together against the resil-
ience of the seal to provide the necessary contact
force to achieve said sealing of the container.

11. A container according to any of the preceding claims,
in which the container is a tin can in which the second
part (16; 116) constitutes the container body and the
first part (20; 120) constitutes the container lid.

12. A container according to any of the preceding claims,
in which the material constituting the container com-
prises a metal or an alloy.

Patentansprüche

1. Behälter, umfassend einen ersten Teil (20; 120) und
einen zweiten Teil (16; 116), die miteinander in Ein-
griff bewegt werden können, Befestigungsmittel, die
beim Bewegen der Teile in Eingriff betrieben werden
können, um die zwei Teile automatisch aneinander
zu befestigen, wobei in dem zusammengebauten
geschlossenen Behälter das Befestigungsmittel in
dem zusammengebauten geschlossenen Behälter
befindlich ist, sodass kein Zugriff auf das Befesti-
gungsmittel möglich ist, um zu verhindern, dass sich
der erste Teil von dem zweiten Teil löst; dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass das Befestigungsmittel eine
Vielzahl von elastisch beweglichen Vorsprüngen
(26; 150) am ersten Teil (20; 120) und eine Lager-
fläche (18; 118) am zweiten Teil (16; 116) umfasst,
wobei die Oberfläche bei Verwendung der Vorsprün-
ge in Eingriff gebracht wird, um den ersten Teil und
den zweiten Teil aneinander zu befestigen, und da-
durch, dass das Befestigungsmittel bewirkt, dass der
erste und der zweite Teil ineinander einrasten, wobei
die Lageroberfläche (18; 118) eine Lippe am zweiten
Teil umfasst, und dadurch, dass der Behälter eine
Dose ist, die einen Dosenkörper aufweist, der aus
einer zylindrischen Wand (16) und einer runden Ba-
sis besteht, wobei die Oberseite der Wand nach in-
nen gebogen ist, um die Lippe (18) bereitzustellen,
wobei die Lippe nach innen gebogen und ringförmig
ist.
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2. Behälter nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Vorsprünge
(26; 150) während der Verwendung in die Lagero-
berfläche (18; 118) in regelmäßigen Abständen da-
ran entlang eingreifen.

3. Behälter nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei die Lippe (18; 118) nach innen gebogen
ist und die Vorsprünge (26; 150) an einem Rand (24;
124) am ersten Teil (20; 120) bereitgestellt sind, wo-
bei sich der Rand bei Verwendung in den zweiten
Teil (16; 116) erstreckt.

4. Behälter nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei die Vorsprünge eine Anordnung aus elas-
tischen Zähnen (26) umfassen, die einstückig mit
dem ersten Teil (20) ausgebildet ist.

5. Behälter nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Vorsprünge
eine Anordnung von Nocken (150) umfassen, die
einstückig mit dem Rand (124) ausgebildet sind.

6. Behälter nach Anspruch 5, wobei die Nocken (150)
an den Rand (124) angrenzen.

7. Behälter nach Anspruch 6, wobei die Nocken (150)
in den Rand (124) eingetrieben sind.

8. Behälter nach einem der Ansprüche 5 bis 7, wobei
die Abschnitte (164) des Randes (124) zwischen den
Nocken eine Kontur aufweisen, um eine elastische
Abstützung für die Nocken (150) bereitzustellen.

9. Behälter nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei der Behälter eine Dichtung (28; 128) auf-
weist, die bei Verwendung zwischen dem ersten und
dem zweiten Teil eingeklemmt ist, um den Behälter
abzudichten.

10. Behälter nach Anspruch 9, wobei die Dichtung (28;
128) elastisch ist und das Befestigungsmittel die ers-
ten und zweiten Teile gegen die Elastizität der Dich-
tung zum Bereitstellen der notwendigen Kontaktkraft
zum Erreichen der Abdichtung des Behälters hält.

11. Behälter nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei der Behälter eine Blechdose ist, in wel-
cher der zweite Teil (16; 116) den Behälterkörper
bildet und der erste Teil (20; 120) den Behälterdeckel
bildet.

12. Behälter nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei das Material, das den Behälter bildet, ein
Metall oder eine Legierung umfasst.

Revendications

1. Conteneur comportant une première partie (20 ;

120) et une deuxième partie (16 ; 116) qui peuvent
être déplacées pour les amener à interagir entre el-
les, un moyen de fixation utilisable, une fois les par-
ties amenées à interagir, pour fixer automatique-
ment les deux parties ensemble, le moyen de fixa-
tion, dans le conteneur fermé assemblé, étant inter-
ne au conteneur fermé assemblé de telle sorte que
le moyen de fixation soit inaccessible de façon à em-
pêcher la première partie d’être détachée de la
deuxième partie ; caractérisé en ce que le moyen
de fixation comporte une pluralité de protubérances
(26 ; 150) mobiles élastiquement sur la première par-
tie (20 ; 120) et une surface (18 ; 118) d’appui sur la
deuxième partie (16 ; 116), ladite surface étant, en
cours d’utilisation, soumise à l’action des protubé-
rances pour fixer ensemble les première et deuxiè-
me parties de telle sorte que le moyen de fixation
amène les première et deuxième parties à être im-
briquées ensemble, en ce que la surface (18 ; 118)
d’appui comporte un rebord sur la deuxième partie
et en ce que le conteneur est une boîte dotée d’un
corps de boîte constitué par une paroi cylindrique
(16) et une base circulaire, le sommet de la paroi
étant recourbé vers l’intérieur sur lui-même pour
créer ledit rebord (18), ledit rebord étant tourné vers
l’intérieur et annulaire.

2. Conteneur selon la revendication 1, les protubéran-
ces (26 ; 150), en cours d’utilisation, interagissant
avec la surface (18 ; 118) d’appui à intervalles régu-
liers le long de celle-ci.

3. Conteneur selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, le rebord (18 ; 118) étant tourné
vers l’intérieur et les protubérances (26 ; 150) étant
placées sur une jupe (24 ; 124) sur la première partie
(20 ; 120), la jupe, en cours d’utilisation, s’étendant
jusque dans la deuxième partie (16 ; 116).

4. Conteneur selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, les protubérances comportant un
alignement de dents élastiques (26) formées d’un
seul tenant avec la première partie (20).

5. Conteneur selon la revendication 3, les protubéran-
ces comportant un alignement de lobes (150) formés
d’un seul tenant avec ladite jupe (124).

6. Conteneur selon la revendication 5, lesdits lobes
(150) étant en continuité avec ladite jupe (124).

7. Conteneur selon la revendication 6, les lobes (150)
étant matricés sur la jupe (124).

8. Conteneur selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 5 à 7, les parties (164) de la jupe (124) situées
entre les lobes présentant un contour de nature à
assurer un soutien élastique des lobes (150).
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9. Conteneur selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, le conteneur étant doté d’un joint
(28 ; 128) qui, en cours d’utilisation, est pris en sand-
wich entre la première et la deuxième partie pour
sceller le conteneur.

10. Conteneur selon la revendication 9, le joint (28 ; 128)
étant élastique, et le moyen de fixation maintenant
les première et deuxième parties ensemble contre
l’élasticité du joint pour assurer la force de contact
nécessaire pour réaliser ledit scellage du conteneur.

11. Conteneur selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, le conteneur étant une boîte mé-
tallique dans laquelle la deuxième partie (16 ; 116)
constitue le corps du conteneur et la première partie
(20 ; 120) constitue le couvercle du conteneur.

12. Conteneur selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions précédentes, le matériau constituant le conte-
neur comportant un métal ou un alliage.
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